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Undergraduate Essay Competition: Next year’s GRAB book 

 

Deena Weinstein’s  Heavy Metal: The Music and its Culture (revised edition), would be an ideal 

choice of reading material for first year undergraduate students at Birmingham University.  It is 

common knowledge that young people from all regions have a love for music, regardless of the 

genre, as this is an aspect of human nature, and therefore a topic which all manner of people can 

relate to. Aside from this, the particular genre- ‘Heavy Metal’, relates strongly to Birmingham itself. 

Birmingham is said to be the ‘birthplace of Heavy Metal’1, having spawned a number of globally 

successful artists and bands such as ‘Black Sabbath’, ‘Judas Priest’ and ‘Napalm Death’.  

Weinstein evaluates the sociological impacts of Heavy Metal and examines conservative attempts to 

censor lyrics through organizations like the PMRC.  Thus the book provides a cultural and intellectual 

discussion which students can engage in whilst forming their own opinions. Weinstein articulates 

society’s perception of Heavy Metal by including quotations from rock critics such as Robert Duncan, 

who regards the genre as ‘putrid, unsophisticated and anti-intellectual’. Weinstein counters such 

opinions against Heavy Metal with the argument that it is the only genre to ‘resist decay’.  

Interestingly, Weinstein proposes that taste in music is deeply influenced by notions of cultural 

identity. She describes the stereotypical Metal fan as being ‘a white working class male, between the 

ages of twelve and twenty-two’. However, as the book was published in 2000, it is likely that such 

stereotypical images have changed since then. For instance, ‘Parikrama’- India’s own rock band, 

which were recently the opening act for ‘Iron Maiden’ is steadily growing in popularity, suggesting 

that soon the Heavy Metal genre will be associated with a wide range of cultures.               

Weinstein investigates the origins of Heavy Metal music and shows how it is heavily influenced by 

the blues, but with more repetitive patterns.  However, she also provides some stimulating 

observations on the literature that has had such a strong influence on the genre. For instance, the 

gothic horror stories of Edgar Alan Poe can be seen to be reflected in such rock songs as Iron 

Maiden’s ‘Murder’s in the Rue Morgue’. Such interpretations of Heavy Metal will provide food for 

thought for first year students- particularly those who are unfamiliar with this particular genre of 

music, perhaps even enabling them to view such music with a different perception.  Last year, 

Birmingham’s ‘Home of Metal’ museum was mentioned in the BBC News and praised for its efforts. 

The aim of the project is not only to celebrate the genre but to recognise its legacy. Daniel Tilley of 

the New Statesmen commented:  

“Heavy Metal was born in the West Midlands and has developed a global following matched only in 
Hip-Hop. It’s time to stop sneering and celebrate this proud cultural heritage…”.  

To conclude, I believe Weinstein’s  Heavy Metal: The Music and Its Culture  would be the ultimate 

choice for first year students at Birmingham as the text is both an interesting read and a bountiful 

source of cultural and intellectual knowledge. Aside from these aspects, the book also focusses on a 

genre of music that holds strong sentimental value for Birmingham as a region and is a perfect 

introductory resource for those students who are coming to Birmingham from other areas of the 

world. 
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